# PRACTICE OF THE PROFESSION

## 2019-2020

A series of professionalization workshops for graduate students

### August 26

Positioning Yourself on the Job Market: (job ads, and cover letters) (Faculty panel: Treva Lindsey/WGSS, Jonathan Combs-Schilling/FRIT, Carmen Taleghani-Nikazm/GLL)

**Lead: Jonathan Combs-Schilling.**

### September 23

Assembling the Teaching Portfolio (Jessica Riviere/UITL, Janice Aski/FRIT, +)

**Lead: Jessica Riviere.**

### October 21

Positioning Your Research & Finding Your Audience (Sarah-Grace Heller/FRIT, Barry Shank/CS)

**Lead: Barry Shank.**

### November 18

Funding Opportunities: Grants & Fellowships (Rebeka Campos-Astorkiza/SPPO, Angela Brintlinger/Slavic + Advanced Graduate Students: Lauren De Camilla/FRIT + )

**Lead: Rebeka Campos-Astorkiza.**

### January 13

Research Statements (Jessica Riviere/UITL, Dana Renga/FRIT, Laura Podalsky/SPPO)

**Lead: Dana Renga.**

### February 10

Publishing in Journals (Faculty panel: Luca Peretti/FRIT, Carmen Taleghani-Nikazm/GLL, Matthew Birkhold/GLL)

**Lead: Carmen Taleghani-Nikazm.**

### March 16

CVs & Resumés for Careers Inside & Outside the Academy (David Staley/The Humanities Institute)

**Lead: David Staley.**

### April 13

Choosing your Service Carefully (Jennifer Willging/FRIT, Philip Armstrong/CS + Advanced Graduate Students: )

**Lead: Jennifer Willging.**

---

**Mondays, 3:30pm-5:00pm**

**The Barnett Center**

Organized by the following Departments: African American and African Studies, Comparative Studies, East Asian Languages and Literature, French and Italian, Germanic Languages and Literatures, Near Asian Languages and Cultures, Slavic and East European Languages and Cultures, Spanish and Portuguese, Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies